




EMP Media Services is all about creating a time capsule FOR one of the biggest things to
happen in your whole life! Capturing all of the moments, even the ones in between is what I

strive to do with every client I work with, from grand ball weddings, to backyard get
togethers! Because the thing I want to make sure above all else, is that you are having an

fantastic time, and I'm capturing every minute of it! 

When it comes to getting the perfect shot,
there is almost no limit. From getting my boots
in the water, to climbing up a submerged tree

in the middle of a bog, I always want to go
that extra mile for my clients (as well as the

shot!)
But something I want to make sure all of my

clients feel while working with me is
comfortable. Being in front of the camera isn't
a normal thing for everyone so I want to make
every experience as laid back as it can be, but

we also want to have some fun too right? 
Capturing you as you are, your laughs, your

tears of joy is my specialty! 
On your day, you guys enjoy your union, enjoy

your love, enjoy your moments and I'll be
there capturing all of those moments, even the

ones in between! 



"HEYO"
My name is Jeremy Hannaford and I am

obsessed with holding on to memories. Ever
since I was given a Canon Roll & Click at 10

years old, I knew I loved the idea of capturing
moments in time, whether they were friends,

animals or just the sunrise every morning. But I
never thought of making this love of mine a

career until I became a journalist. While
journalism wasn't for me, I was always elated

with how people responded to my photos. I
strived for "in the moment" photos, from

archery contests to a RCMP officer doing
tricks on a BMX bike. Even when I started

working in the film industry, those comments I
got were always in the back of my mind. I
never thought being a photographer was

possible but I never truly shut that door, and it
was a good thing I didn't! 

When an old high school friend asked me to
shoot their wedding, I leapt at the

opportunity. And I haven't looked back since! 
I've shot weddings in all kinds of weather be it
wind, rain or snow. I've worked from Mexican
Beaches to Quebec Shores! No matter where
or whatever element we are in, I always make
it fun! Every experience has been an amazing

one and I always look forward to the next.
Life gave me a second chance to try

something I feel passionate about, so I'm
going to take that opportunity and run with it

until my shoes fall off!



It's not every day you get married now, is it? You are about to begin the next biggest and
greatest chapter in your life and I am going to be there capturing every moment, big and

small! Above all, the most important thing is that you Enjoy Your DAY!  
Which is why I preface all of my clients with the notion that I want them to feel as

comfortable and in their element as possible. You are already so high on joy and emotion, the
last thing I want you to worry about is what the time is or poofing out the dress for shots.

Because like I said ... THIS IS YOUR DAY! Enjoy it for Pete's sake. So just keep rocking what
life gave you and I'll be capturing it all!









We splurged on our
photographer and weren’t

going to get a
videographer. Well...we

are so thankful we found
Jeremy!! He was an

absolute pleasure to be
around and he worked so

well with our
photographer. Not to

mention Jeremy worked his
a** off and a few of our
guests mentioned to us

how hard he worked. We
got our videos and we
could not be happier!!

Thanks so much Jeremy!!
aka “Matilda” 

 



1. Initial Contact

2. Meet + Greet (Zoom or Coffee)

3. Booking Time (Let's Put You In The

Books!)

4. Reading + Signing The Contract

5. Down Deposit Payment Via E-

Transfer to Secure Date

6. Planning Engagement Session +

Location

7. Receive Engagement Photos

8. Keeping In Touch During Wedding

Planning

9. Going Over Your Timeline /

Recommended Changes If Need Be

10. One Month Away, The Final

Preparations Begin!

11. Communicating With Any Final

Details That Jeremy Needs To Know

Wedding Day

12. Wedding Slideshow Sent To Your

Email

13. Prints + Foamcore Delivered

14. Online Gallery Sent To Your Inbox

(View, Share, Download + Shop)

15. Sit Back And Relive Your Day In

All It's Beauty and Glory! 

(This Is The Most Important One!)

 



When it comes to giving my clients the best home movie theater experience,
"we spared no expense!" 

For every Videography client comes the 'Movie Going Experience Box'. In this
box is everything you need (minus a couch and blanket) to fully enjoy and relive

your wedding day experience. Every box comes with your own personalized
Movie Ticket, detailing the date and location of your special day! Along with
that comes a bag of my favorite kind of popcorn (mmm butter) and a special

alcholic beverage (for those who really know how to party!) Finally, a
personalized thank you card is also included into a fancy box, to be delivered

to your door upon completion of your film/films! 

This is an experience you definitely don't want to miss out on!



We hired Jeremy for our
wedding and he was absolutely

outstanding! We were on the
fence about hiring a

videographer simply because it
wasn’t in the budget. But we

knew we really wanted one. So
we kept looking and found

Jeremy. He is very
accommodating and

professional! He gets the best
angles and captures everything
without being “in you face”. We

got many compliments from
guests about him and his persona

before we even received the
finished product! We are
incredibly happy with the

finished products we received! It
is everything I could have

possibly hoped for!! We give this
guy a 10! A side note! He’s great
with littles! While we were doing
the signing and he was capturing
it, our son (23 months old) walked
up to him and hugged him. Haha

and he was so good about it!
Thanks Jeremy for being a good
sport and capturing our special
day for us to cherish forever! 



If you want a videographer/photographer team up, look no further as I've got the
best colleague you could ask for!

Rebecca Bennett, owner of Rebecca Bennett Photography is one of the best
photographers I've ever worked with!

Rebecca and I have worked multiple weddings together and it is an absolute blast
everytime! Not only is she fantastic work with, but she is an absolute master behind
the lens. Rebecca has been doing this for 15+ years and knows all the tricks when it

comes to capturing some fantastic photographs. 
We work together like peanut butter and jelly. We know where to move to keep out
of each other's way, we know how to come in close together without interference.

It's like we have some sort of chemistry or something you know what I mean? 
If you want a team like no other, consider Rebecca as your photographer. You will

not regret it!
 

For more information about Rebecca and her services, ask me about it! 









We decided to hire a videographer for our wedding last minute, and it was one of
the best decisions we made for our wedding. We went with Jeremy and we are so
glad that we did! Jeremy did an outstanding job filming our wedding. He provided
two videos - one with the highlights and the other as a documentary style. I could

tell he is very detail-oriented as he asked us for our preferences and style to
incorporate in the video before the wedding. Also the transition between scenes in

both the videos was effortless. He was prompt in responding to our questions before
the wedding and provided videos within a couple weeks after the wedding! He
captured some amazing footage and put them together so beautifully. Even our

family members were complimenting the videos. I am so glad Jeremy helped us make
memories for a lifetime. I would highly recommend Jeremy for any special occasion

videography!




